Immigration Course (IC)

The Immigration Course (IC) will give you an opportunity to learn more about the School of Computer Science, the requirements of the ML PhD program and introduce you to many SCS Faculty and their research projects.

Monday, August 26, 2013

9:00-9:30  Breakfast with Department Head  Tom Mitchell  8102 GHC
9:30-10:15 ML PhD Program Overview  Tom Mitchell  8102 GHC
10:30-11:15 SCS Overview with the Dean  Randy Bryant  8102 GHC
11:30-12:15 Lunch  8102 GHC

12:30-1:20  Intermediate Statistics Class  J. Lei  A51 Baker Hall
1:30-2:00  Noah Smith  8102 GHC
2:00-2:30  Seyoung Kim  8102 GHC
2:30-3:00  Jeff Schneider  8102 GHC
3:00-3:30  Daniel Neill  8102 GHC

4:30  ML IC Party – GHC 3rd Floor Patio outside of Cafe

6:00-9:00  GSA Orientation Happy Hour on Walnut Street in Shadyside
Mario’s East Side Saloon, Steel Cactus or Up (top floor of Shady Grove)
(Bring your CMU ID and a government ID or passport for proof of age)

Link to the CSD IC Schedule: http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~csd-ic/
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You now join the incoming CS students for Faculty Research talks.
All CS talks are in 4303 GHC, unless otherwise noted.

Tuesday, August 27, 2013

9:45-10:00  Public Communication for Researchers  Kirstin Early
10:00-10:30 Kayvon Fatahalian (plus “my path in grad school”)
10:30-11:00 ISR Overview  Bill Scherlis
11:00-11:15 Break
11:15-11:45 Lane Center (CompBio) Overview  Robert Murphy
12:00-1:30 LUNCH: How to Find an Advisor  6115 GHC
1:30-2:00 Artur Dubrawski  8102 GHC
2:00-2:30 Drew Bagnell  8102 GHC

Wednesday, August 28, 2013

12:30-1:20 Intermediate Statistics Class  J. Lei  A51 Baker Hall
1:30-1:50 Emma Brunskill
1:50-2:10 Zico Kolter
2:10-2:30 Abhinav Gupta
3:00-4:00 ML Tea  8212 GHC
5:00-7:00 Incoming students invited to Welcome Picnic for Computational Biology  3rd Flr GHC
7:00-8:30 Living in Pittsburgh  Scott Fahlman  4401 GHC

Link to the CSD IC Schedule: http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~csd-ic/
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Thursday, August 29th

12:00-1:00  Lunch with current ML Students  8102 GHC
1:30-2:00  MLD Overview  Tom Mitchell
2:00-2:30  RI Overview  Matt Mason
2:30-3:00  Break
3:00-3:30  Alex Smola  8102 GHC
3:30-3:45  Introduction to Journal Club  Roy Maxion  8102 GHC
3:45-4:15  Ziv Bar-Joseph

Friday, August 30th

12:30-1:20  Intermediate Statistics Class  J. Lei  A51 Baker Hall
2:10-2:30  Roni Rosenfeld

Saturday, August 31st

9:00-midday  Kayaking at the point
(Meet up at 9am at the Forbes and Morewood bus stop.)

Link to the CSD IC Schedule: http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~csd-ic/
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Monday, Sept. 2nd

No Classes or IC events due to Labor Day Holiday.

Tuesday, Sept. 3rd

9:45-10:05  Dan Siewiorek
10:05-10:25  Reid Simmons
10:25-10:45  Roy Maxion
12:00-1:30  Lunch on your own
1:30-1:50  Tom Mitchell

Wednesday, Sept. 4th

9:45-10:05  Christos Faloutsos
10:05-10:25  Manuela Veloso
10:25-10:45  Eric Xing
11:00-11:30  HCII Overview  Justine Cassell
11:30-11:50  Justine Cassell
12:30-1:20  Intermediate Statistics Class  J. Lei  A51 Baker Hall
3:00-4:00  ML Tea  8212 GHC

Link to the CSD IC Schedule: http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~csd-ic/
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Thursday, Sept. 5th

9:45-10:05  Graduate Student Assembly  Carolyn Norwood
10:05-10:25  Computing Facilities  Tod Pike
10:25-10:45  Building Facilities & Ergonomics  Jim Skees
10:45-12:00  Break
12:00-1:30  Area Lunch: AI, Machine Learning  6115 GHC
7:30-10:30  Gateway Clipper Cruise
  6:40pm Meet at the Forbes and Morewood bus stop.
  7:30-8:00pm boarding/ 8:00pm departure/ 9:30pm return to dock
  Bring your CMU ID and a government ID or passport for proof of age.

Friday, Sept. 6th

12:30-1:20  Intermediate Statistics Class  J. Lei  A51 Baker Hall
4:30-5:00  Pretty Good Race
  The race starts on the trail in Schenley Park, underneath Panther Hollow Bridge
5:15-7:00  Pretty Good Race TG, NSH Atrium
  Organized by Dec5

Link to the CSD IC Schedule: http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~csd-ic/